
Your new home just got better.

For only $4,990

Added luxury.



A beautiful new range of 
affordable homes.



The Now Series is an affordable range of homes filled with 
everything you need and nothing you don’t. We know that  

no home can truly be yours without adding your own personal 
touch. From making sure that the kitchen bench is the perfect 

starting point for afternoon drinks with friends, to the joy of 
watching your baby take its first steps on a beautifully finished 
floor – we also understand a little extra luxury can make a big 

difference. Take the time to explore the extra upgrades available 
when you purchase one of these exceptional new homes,  

then consider the possibilities. Enjoy!



Where everything 
happens.

OSPREY

Pantry with 4 melamine shelves

20mm reconstituted stone benchtop



Overhead cupboards

Mizu Drift sink mixer

WILD RICE

NOUGAT

ATLANTIC SALT

LINEN

OSPREY

WHITE-SHIMMER

GINGER

NORDIC LOFT

ICE SNOW

BUTTERMILK

URBAN

*Colours and styles in the standard McDonald Jones Now Series range are subject to change.

Add a pinch of style to your kitchen 
Live new with NOW. This selection of upgrades offers stylishly  
good looks enhanced by extra functionality.

Pantry with 4 melamine shelves
There’s no such thing as too much space in a kitchen. So upgrade 
from ventilated to melamine shelves. Treat yourself to a spacious 
pantry with enough room to stock all the ingredients for your 
favourite family recipes. 

Mizu Drift sink mixer
You’re either the masterchef, or relegated to cleaning duties,  
but washing up won’t be considered a chore with this stylish  
and easy-to-use tap and sink pairing.

Overhead cupboards
Whether it’s additional baking trays, glassware or hiding treats 
from the kids – you’ll love the extra space. These roomy overhead 
cupboards are the perfect solution. (Excludes bulkhead to provide  
a modern look). 

20mm reconstituted stone benchtop
These days, the kitchen bench is more than just a bench. It serves 
as a place for breakfast, homework, late night drinks and embracing 
your inner masterchef. 



Freshen up your 
bathroom. 

Mizu Drift 6 star mixer taps

Bathroom & Ensuite
It’s a popular stop on the morning run-around and these must-have 
upgrades will make your daily routine feel more stylish. 

Frameless mirror above vanity
Get the whole family brushing their teeth at once with a sleek and 
contemporary frameless bathroom mirror. You’ll always look your best.

Mizu Drift 6 star mixer tap, rail or rings  
and toilet roll holder
Wash off your big night’s sleep and get ready for the day with the powerful 
Mizu Drift 6 star mixer tap. Plus all your essentials will hang in style.

Designer wash bowls
Whether you’re shaving or washing your face, these deep 70mm profile 
wash bowls will handle all your needs.

Posh Domaine toilet suite
Complete your bathroom’s good looks and take it to a whole new level 
with a stylish toilet suite.

 
*Stone vanity benchtop not included.



Square designer wash bowls with 70mm profile

Frameless mirror



CLASSIC OAK WHITE 
VARNISHED

Spoilt for choice.

Laminate floors



Carpet & laminate or tiles
It’s everything you want and nothing you don’t – and no matter the choice, you’ll be excited 
to feel these flooring choices beneath your feet.

Carpet
Nothing makes your house more comfy than carpet flooring. The soft texture of our carpet 
will make you feel like you’re walking on a cloud everyday. 

DESERT BROWN DODGE BEIGEDARK COBBLE BISTRO

GREEN BEIGE MID BEIGECHARCOAL CYBER GREY

OLD OAK GREY BRUSHED RUSTIC OAK DARK BROWNCLASSIC OAK WHITE VARNISHED CLIX ACACIA

AUTHENTIC OAK LIGHT GREY OLD OAK DARK GREY BRUSHEDBRUSHBOX ENHANCED BEECH

*Colours and styles in the standard McDonald Jones Now Series range are subject to change.

Laminate
If you love the look of wood and the texture it offers, these laminate flooring options 
will blow you away. The earthy, organic textures will look great and make you feel more 
relaxed in your home.



Add more 
style with tiles.

600 x 600 tiles



KIERRASTONE CHARCOALKIERRASTONE WHITE KIERRASTONE GREY KIERRASTONE ASH

BELLINGEN CHARCOALBELLINGEN WOODSTONEBELLINGEN WHITE BELLINGEN ASH

Carpet & laminate or tiles 
Tiles
From sliding around in your socks to your morning walk to the kitchen for your  
first coffee of the day, enjoy the clean lines that these 600 x 600 tiling options offer.  
The Bellingen and Kierrastone styles provide the natural look of concrete with  
the easy living benefits of a glazed porcelain tile.

*Colours and styles in the standard McDonald Jones Now Series range are subject to change.  
Image shown for illustrative purposes only.



Perfect temperature 
all year round. 

Some like it hot 
Rheem Metro Max 26L Continuous 
Flow HWS including Recess Box
Your entire family will be thankful every winter morning 
when you upgrade to a Rheem 26L hot water system. 
Designed to last longer and flow faster, this system 
will keep you warm all year round.



Quality insulation
R4.1 to ceilings and R2.0 to external  
walls including internal wall of garage 
No one likes waking up shivering at night. Nor do they like waking up  
in a sweat. Well, with our quality insulation products you won’t have to.  
Making summers cooler and winters warmer – the whole family will 
agree this upgrade is a top choice. Enjoy extra comfort all year round, 
plus it will assist with your BASIX compliance!



A frame you can 
count on.

Superior protection for your home
Kordon Termite Barrier System
Enjoy your new lifestyle knowing that your home  
has added protection from termites. Extra peace 
of mind for today and long into the future.



Steel frames & roof trusses
With Colorbond® roof
A home is a place where memories are forged. Where years of laughter 
and smiles (and sometimes tears) are made every day. So when you build 
it, you want to know that it’s going to stand the test of time. That’s why 
building with the inner strength of Australian steel is a perfect and sensible 
choice. Stronger, straighter, more durable and termite proof, nothing will 
erode your memories. Precision engineered and built to last.

or T3 timber frame
With concrete roof tiles



A quality roof over 
your head.



MONUMENT

Colorbond® roof
Cover your steel frame and roof trusses in style. 
Make your house the most memorable in the street, with an eye catching Colorbond® roof. Available in a variety of colours  
ranging from contemporary to classic, this quality made roof will get the neighbourhood talking.

There are plenty of selections from the standard McDonald Jones Now Series range. Which colour will turn heads in your street?

MONUMENTGULLYDUNE BASALT IRONSTONESHALE GREY WINDSPRAY

JASPERSURFMIST MANGROVECOVEEVENING  
HAZE

TERRAINWALLABY WOODLAND 
GREY

NIGHT SKYCLASSIC 
CREAM

PALE 
EUCALYPT

DEEP OCEAN

COTTAGE 
GREEN

PAPERBARK

MANOR RED

Contemporary Classic

Colorbond® roof

*Colours and styles in the standard McDonald Jones Now Series range are subject to change.



An above 
average garage.

Automatic garage door opener
With 2 remotes
Make opening the garage door quicker and easier when you 
and the family come home from a big day of adventures.  
Plus, you’ll love it even more when it’s raining!



SURFMIST

Colorbond® garage door 
Make your garage door stand out from the crowd with Colorbond®. What goes up must come down, and with so many 
options available you’ll really make a statement. 

MONUMENTGULLYDUNE BASALT IRONSTONESHALE GREY WINDSPRAY

JASPERSURFMIST MANGROVECOVEEVENING  
HAZE

TERRAINWALLABY WOODLAND 
GREY

NIGHT SKYCLASSIC 
CREAM

PALE 
EUCALYPT

DEEP OCEAN

COTTAGE 
GREEN

PAPERBARK

MANOR RED

Contemporary Classic

180 days.

Tender Expiry offer 
extended to

EXTRA PRICE 
PROTECTION

*Colours and styles in the standard McDonald Jones Now Series range are subject to change.



IMPORTANT NOTICE: Images in this brochure may depict homes from other McDonald Jones design ranges and are shown for illustrative purposes only. Images may depict increased ceiling height not offered 
in this upgrade package which incurs an additional cost. Some images may depict fixtures, finishes and features not supplied by McDonald Jones such as decking, pendant and downlights, internal and external 
fireplaces, window and household furnishings, landscaping and swimming pools. Published prices do not include the supply of these items. Images may also depict optional variations to the house which are 
not included in this upgrade package and incur additional charges, such as stone vanity benchtop, dishwasher and microwave. For detailed home pricing, including details about the standard inclusions and 
charges for optional variations, please talk to one of our consultants or refer to the price list and standard specification. Newcastle Quality Constructions Pty Ltd ABN 82 003 687 232 – NSW BLN: 41628 T/A 
McDonald Jones Homes. Edition 1 26.07.18. MJH1599

mcdonaldjoneshomes.com.au 
1300 555 382


